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4 Key Takeaways from this session:
1. Importance of multiple data sets
2. Deep understanding of your most valuable data
sets
3. Building credibility with stakeholders (when you
know what the metrics mean, you can explain it
properly to them)
4. Metrics that matter for different digital tactics

Data Inputs
Data Sources
• Internal Data (Owned Sources)
• Newsletter lists
• Visitor Guide form fills by
date
• Booking history/CRM
• Website metrics – Google
Analytics
• Campaign Delivery Metrics
• Facebook
• Instagram
• SnapChat
• LinkedIn
• CTV
• Paid Search
• Digital Display
• Email engagement
• Attribution & Visitation Platforms

Insights to Uncover
•

•

•

•
•

•

Identify and understand where visitors are
coming from
Understand interests of prospects - (market,
city, DMO, attractions)
Understand time to first visit as well as length
of stay when in-market (booking data)
Marketing ROI (ROAS) by channel
Identify and understand demographic data
associated with prospects and visitors
Understand performance by media channel

Organized Data Tells the Story

Case Study:
Visit Henry County, GA

Video Focused Strategy
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• Visit Henry County, GA has a marketing goal of
showcasing the unique story of each of their 4
cities.
• Their campaign includes a heavy focus on
video distribution with CTV/OTT and
YouTube.
• Each city video has a different target audience
and set of target markets.
• We strategically adjusted our paid search
campaign to utilize keywords showcased or
talked about in each city's video.

Case Study:
Visit Henry County, GA

Metrics we watch and
Optimize for:
•

Initially, the video focused campaign KPI was completed
video view percent and organic lift, but there are better
metrics for video campaigns!

•

We made the objective for platform optimizations to be
clicks instead of completed views so that we could better
see how these targeted users were engaging with the site.

•

Our session duration was not very high, so we created a
more robust piece of content to send users to.
•

Focus on :
•

time on page

•

page depth

•

assisted conversions

Case Study:
Company Distilling, Townsend, TN

Brand Partnership
Focused Strategy
• Utilizing our owned brand, It’s A Southern
Thing, we partnered with Company Distilling
to raise awareness of them as a new whiskey
brand and future travel destination to a new
and unique audience
• We also developed a strategy to increase
their e-newsletter signups, social follows and
audience engagement

Case Study:
Company Distilling, Townsend, TN

Metrics we watch:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Before we start, is it a good brand-partner fit?
Reach
Contest entries
E-newsletter leads generated
Social post engagement
Article pageviews
FB/IG Follows

Acting on the Data - Case Study:
Beaufort, SC

Conversion Focused Strategy
•

The Visit Beaufort, Port Royal, and Sea Island marketing
strategy focuses on driving 3 main conversions:
•

Outbound Lodging Partner Referrals

•

Book Now widget usage

•

VG/Newsletter form fills

•

The reason this is the focus of the campaign is because
building their own data base and showcasing referrals to
lodging partners is most important to their board.

•

Our marketing approach is hyper focused on users who are
researching area vacations, as well utilizing their database
•

Database Lookalike Audience

Site RMSG

We layer that with a heavy retargeting approach across
all campaign tactics

Case Study:
Beaufort, SC

Metrics we watch and Optimize
for:
• Interest by market
• Markets or audiences with highest conversion rates at
lowest cost
• Deploying creative based on user interest
and engagement across platforms.
• Example: Poll Ads on FB
• Example: Hunting Island keywords
• Layering in a conversion value model
• Competition in the marketplace from rising CPCs
• Emerging markets from paid search

Case Study:
Discovery Park of America

Ticket Sales Focused
Strategy
• Discovery Park of America, a children’s
museum in Union City, Tennessee, has run a
multi-tactic campaign with us for years to
increase their ticket sales and attendance in
both their target and growth markets.
• Tactics include display, paid social remessaging, paid search, Spotify ads and
more.

Case Study:
Discovery Park of America

Metrics we watch and Optimize
for:

*An example of data we saw in the Atlanta DMA

• Site clicks, Click-Thru Rate
• Time spent on site
• Goal completions on site (Ticket Info Pageview,
Hours & Location Pageview)
• Users by metro area/DMA
• Finally, a double check of ticket purchase zipcode info from DPA team
• What we found? While every metric we used to
determine “high-quality site traffic” pointed
toward Atlanta being a top market, their ticket
sales said the opposite.

Key takeaways:

Conclusions:
1. Engagement metrics are not vanity metrics
2. Know what data to look at based on your
overall strategy and by product
3. What type of campaign are you running?
4. What is going to move the needle for your
stakeholders?
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Advance Travel & Tourism is a destination
marketing team within Advance Local, one of
the leading media and marketing companies in
the United States. From local to regional,
national or international, we reach travelers
everywhere.
Advance Travel & Tourism works with travel
partners across the US, with local account
managers waiting to meet you in person (or on
Zoom in today’s environment). Our hands-on
approach ensures we understand your needs
and creates a solution that meets your goals
and budget.

